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SEVERAL DIFFUSERS AND DIFmTSE8-ENTRANCE”IXING-SECTION 
COMBINATIONS ON THE POWER 
$ -INCH SLOTTED 
By John 
REQUIREMENTS  OF A $ - INCH BY 
TRANSONIC WJND TUNNEL 
S. Dennard 
A % -inch by %-inch tunnel  in  which  two  opposite  walls  were 1 1 
slotted  has  been  tested  to  determine  the  effects  of  various  slot  exit 
shapes,  mixing  sections,  and  diffusers  on  power  requirements.  Infor- 
mation  obtained  included  measurements  of  the  overall  pressure  ratio 
required  to  operate  the  tunnel,  the  effects  of  auxiliary  bleed  flow, 
diffuser  static-pressure  ratios  and  distributions,  and  diffuser  total 
pressure  distributions.  Power  parameters  were  determined  from  the  inte- 
grated  values of the  total  pressures  at  the  diffuser  exit  together  with 
the  auxiliary  bleed-flow  rate. 
The  maximum  test  Mach  number  of  the  transonic  tunnel  without  aux- 
iliary  bleed  flow  is  dependent  upon  the  geometry  of  the  air  passages 
downstream  of  the  slotted  portions  of  the  test  section  and  is  limited 
by  choking.  The  maximum  test  Mach  number  is  increased  as  bleed  flow  is 
increased  through  auxiliary  pumping.  Maximum  Mach  numbers  were  obtained 
most  efficiently  through a combination  of  auxiliary  pumping  and  ejector 
pumping. 
A long  diffuser  with a gradual  curve  at  the  ensrance  provided  higher 
Mach  numbers  than a shorter,  straight-wall  diffuser  which  had an abrupt 
change  of  shape  at  the  entrance;  however, a short,  smaller  area-ratio 
diffuser  with a gradual  curve  at  the  entrance  required,  as  expected,  less 
power  than  any  other  configuration  tested.  This  low  power  is  attained  by 
the  elimination  of  losses  in  the  downstream  regions  of  the  diffuser  at 
the  expense  of  higher  diffuser  exit  velocities.  The  addition  of  shrouds 
covering  the  downstream  ends  of  the  slots or the  boattailing of bars 
between  adjacent  slots  gave  only small changes  in  the  attainable  Mach 
number.  Contraction  in  the  mixing  section was found  to  cause  choking 
and  increase  the  auxiliary  bleed-flow  requirements  and  to  induce large 
regions  of  supersonic  flow  at  the  diffuser  entrance  with  attendant 
increases  in  main-stream  power. 
2 cb 
INTRODUCTION 
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An investigation  conducted  in  the  Langley  8-foot  tran .sonic  tun ne1 
(ref. 1) has  pointed  out  that  large  portion of the  power  losses  asso- 
ciated  with  slotted  tunnels  are  concentrated in the  reentry  region  where 
the  low-energy  plenum  air,  which  had  been  expanded  through  the  slots, 
rejoins  the  main  stream.  Tests  made in a small-scale  single-slot  test 
section  (ref. 2) showed  that  power  requirements  were  effected  by  modifi- 
cation  of  the  slot  and  tunnel  geometry in his  region  of  the  tunnel  which 
is  referred  to  herein  as  the  "ejector."  The  tests  of  reference 2 also 
indicated  that,  up  to M = 1.2, a tunnel  in  which  all  low-energy  slot-flow 
air  is  removed  by an auxiliary  pump  reguired  less  power  than  one  which 
used  an  ejector.  The  Mach  number  attained  with a combination  of  ejector 
pumping  and  auxiliary  pumping  together  with  variable-angle  reentry  flaps 
was  reported  in  references 3 and 4. 
The  present  investigation  has  been  conducted  to  explore  further  the 
combination  of  auxiliary  pumping  with a variety  of  ejectors  to  remove  the 
low-energy  air  from  the  chamber  surrounding  the  test  section  and  thus 
increase  the  Mach  number  attainable  and/or  reduce  the  power  requirements 
of  the  system.  Several  ejector  and  diffuser  configurations  have  been 
investigated  to  determine  their  influence  on  the  overall  power  require- 
ments.  The  diffusers  were  all  two  dimensional  and  the  diverging  walls 
were  primarily  straight-line  sections  with, in some  instances, a faired 
approach  in  the  upstream  sections.  Tests  were  conducted  where  the  two 
diverging  diffuser walls were  in  one  case  continuations  of  the  two  slotted 
test-section  walls  and  in  the  other  case  were  continuations  of  the  two 
solid  test-section walls. 
The  data  presented  herein  include  total-pressure  measurements  of  the 
secondary  flow  at  the  ejector  exit,  and  total  and  static  pressure  distri- 
butions  at  the  diffuser  exits.  The  data  were  obtained  at  Reynolds  numbers 
from 4 X 10 to 7 X 10 per  foot.  The  flaps  and  ejector  configurations  of 
the  tunnel  used  in  the  present  investigation  and  in  that  of  reference 4
are  comparable,  but  the  diffusers  of  reference 4 were  all  circular  and  had 
transition  sections  to  match  the  square  tunnel  to  the  circular  diffuser. 
The  larger  test-section  size,  together  with  the  much  higher  stagnation 
pressures  used  in  reference 4,provides a ratio of Reynolds  number  of 4:l 
between  reference 4 and  the  present  investigation. 
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SYMBOLS 
C a factor  in  the  power  parameter, m0Jgcp = 10.97% 550 
cP specific  heat  of  air  at  constant  pressure, 0.241 Btu/lb/OF 














gravitational  constant, 32.174 ft/sec* 
power  parameter,  (Bleed  flow  power + Main  stream  power), 
I- r-1 1 
total  pressure,  lb/sq  ft 
mechanical  equivalent  of  heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu 
mass flow,  slugs/sec 
Mach  number,  based  on p c b  
static  pressure,  lb/sq  ft 
temperature, OR 
diffuser  station  measured  in  direction  of  flow,  in. 
ordinate,  measured  vertically from center  line 
ordinate,  measured  horizontally  from  center  line 
ratio  of  specific  heats 
flap  angle  (see  fig. 3(c)) 
Subscripts: 
b bleed flow (handled by auxiliary pump) 
C plenum  chamber 
e diffuser  exit 
0 free stream at entrance to test section 
APPARATUS AND METHODS 
Test  Apparatus 
The  general  arrangement  of  the  test  setup  is  shown in t e  sketch 
of  figure 1. The  test-section walls, with  exceptions  in  the  boattailed 
region,  are  identical  to  those  of  reference 3 .  Air  at  total  pressures 
" 
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up t o  2 atmospheres i s  supplied from a 1000-horsepower compressor, accel- 
e ra ted   to   sonic   ve loc i ty   th rough an entrance  bel l  of conventional design, 
and enters  the model s l o t t e d   t e s t   s e c t i o n  where f"ther acceleration of 
the main stream i s  accomplished by removing pa r t  of the  air from t h e   t e s t  
section through the slotted boundary. This slot-flow air, having l o s t  a 
la rge  par t  of i t s  energy i n   t h e   s l o t s ,  i s  then withdrawn from the  c i r cu i t  
by a vacuum pump connected t o   t h e  plenum chamber, as in  reference 3, or 
re turned   to   the  main stream through an e jec tor  and hence discharged t o  
the atmosphere through a subsonic diffuser. The air removed by the vacuum 
pump i s  discharged through a 6-inch l i n e  equipped with a ca l ibra ted  or i -  
f i c e  and a butterfly valve for auxiliary bleed-flow control.  
An arrangement whereby a l l  slot-flow air i s  removed from the  plenum 
chamber by auxi l ia ry  pumping i s  shown in  f igu re  2. Vmious ejector 
arrangements a re  shown i n  t h e  l i n e  drawings  of f igure  3. The cross 
sect ion at which the flow over the flaps exhausts into the mixing sec- 
t i o n  i s  defined as the ejector .  (See f ig .  3(a). ) For i ts  operation, 
the  e jec tor  depends on entrainment of the induced (ejected)  s lot  f low 
by the main tunnel air  stream. Several  variations of conventional ejector 
arrangements, such as those shown in  f igu res  3( a )  and 3(b)  where a shroud 
(so l id  p la te )  separa tes  the  main stream (primary j e t )  from the s lot  f low 
(secondary j e t ) ,  were tes ted .  For these configurations, the mixing- 
sec t ion   a rea   d i s t r ibu t ion  w a s  varied but the ejector gap w a s  f i x e d   a t  
1/2 inch which i s  comparable to  configurat ion I1 of reference 3. Other 
ejector configurations included a var ie ty  of "o-gen" e jec tors  where the  
s l o t s  were continued uninterrupted to the mixing tube as shown i n   f i g -  
ure 3( c).  Adjustable flaps were located within the slots t o  d i r e c t  t h e  
slot-flow air in to  the  mixing tube as shown in  f igure  3. 
Five different  diffusers  were used in the course of the investiga- 
tion; each diffuser i s  ident i f ied  by a Roman numeral and the ordinates 
a re  g iven  in  tab le  I. Since the area increase afforded by the ejector  
contr ibutes  direct ly  to  the overal l  s t ream diffusion,  the diffuser  area 
rat io ,  as  l is ted,  includes the total  area expansion from t e s t  s ec t ion  
t o  d i f f u s e r  e x i t .  The diffuser equivalent conical angle i s  defined by 
considering only the section from the mixing-section exit  to the diffuser 
exit; consequently, the equivalent conical angles reported herein are 
calculated only for the sections beginning at s t a t i o n  0. (See f i g .  3 ( b ) . )  
The included angle between the straight-l ine portions of the diverging 
walls (wall divergence angle) i s  also included for convenience of com- 
parison. Diffuser I has an a rea  r a t io  of 2:l with paral le l  s ide wal ls  
and straight-l ine upper and lower walls diverging a t  an effective con- 
ical  angle  of 5.76'. This diffuser had an abrupt break at the mixing- 
section-diffuser juncture with no attempt made t o   f a i r   t h e   d i f f u s e r  
entrance. All other  diffusers  were made up of both curved and s t ra ight -  
line elements. The arrows i n  t a b l e  1 represent a s t ra ight- l ine var ia-  
t ion except where noted. Equivalent conical angles downstream of the 
mixing section were 3.59O for  d i f fusers  I1 and 111, 1.55O for  d i f fuser  IV, 
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and 3.060 for  diffuser V. Cross-sectional  areas  for  the  different  dif- 
fusers  and  mixing-section  contractions  are  given  in  figure 4. 
Instrumentation 
Total  pressure Ho was  measured  in  the  duct  slightly  upstream  of 
the entrance bell.  Static-pressure  orifices  were  installed  in  the  ple- 
nums  and  in  longitudinal  rows  in  the  diffuser;  one  row  was  centered 
along  the  center  line of one  side  wall  and  the  other  row  along  the  center 
line  of  the  bottom  wall  of  all  the  curved-wall  diffusers. The straight- 
wall  diffuser  had  only  one  row  of  orifices  along  a  side wall. A rake 
consisting  of  total-  and  static-pressure  tubes  was  provided  at  the  dif- 
fuser  exit  and  a  total-pressure  tube  was  centered  in  each  of  four  slots 
at  the  end  of  the  slotted  section. A static-pressure  orifice  was  located 
near  the  tunnel  throat  for  measurement  of  total mass flow. Two static- 
pressure  orifices  for  the  calibrated  bleed-flow  orifice  completed  the 
instrumentation. All pressures  were  photographically  recorded  from  a 
multiple-tube  manometer. 
Test  Procedure  and  Data  Reduction 
For tests  without  auxiliary  pumping,  the  flap  angle S, was  set 
and  the  Mach  number  was  varied  by  changing  the  total  pressure. For tests
where  auxiliary  pumping  was  used,  the  flap  angle  and  total  pressure  were 
maintained  constant  and  Mach  number  changes  accomplished  by  varying  the 
bleed  flow.  This  procedure  was  repeated  for  several  values  of  the  total 
pressure  at  three  flap  angles. 
The  test-section  Mach  number  was  computed  from  the  plenum-chamber 
static  pressure  pc  and  the  total  pressure H,. The  overall  pressure 
ratio  %/pe,  much  used  herein  as  a  basic  performance  parameter,  is  the 
ratio  of  the  upstream  total  pressure Ho to  the  diffuser-exit  static 
pressure  pe  which  is  approximately  equal  to  atmospheric  pressure. 
Parer  parameters  were  calculated  by  assuming  adiabatic  compression of 
the  main  stream  from  the  measured  diffuser-exit  total  pressure and of 
the  bleed  flow  from  the  plenum-chamber  static  pressure to G. This  is 
expressed  in  the  following  equation: 
Bleed  flowMainstream 
L .I 
. . .  
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The  bleed-flow  term  is  further  simplified  by  converting  it  to  a  Mach 
number  expression.  The  final  form of  the  equation  is  then 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Performance 
Tests  of  the  various  configurations  of  this  -inch-square  slotted 
tunnel  have  provided  the  results  presented  in  figures 5 to 9. For these 
figures,  data  are  presented  only  for 6~ = 10’ since  this  flap  angle 
appeared  to  be  near  an  optimum  for  generation  of  high  Mach  number  at  low 
tunnel  pressure  ratios,  H/pe  (ref. 3 ) .  
2 
Effects  of  tunnel  pressure  ratio  and  bleed-flow  rate  on  Mach  nUmber.- 
Figure 5 shows  the  test  section  Mach  number  as  a  function  of  tunnel  pres- 
sGe ratio for constant  bleed-flow  rates. The initial  rise  in M is 
very  rapid  at  low  values  of  Ho/pe  but,  at  the  higher  values of tunnel 
pressure  ratio,  the  Mach  number  increase  is  more  gradual  and, in most 
cases,  tends  to  become  constant. For every  value of the  tunnel  pressure 
ratio,  increasing  the  bleed-flow  rate  (by  auxiliary  pumping)  always 
results  in  increases  in  Mach  number. A dotted  line  shown  on  each  set  of 
curves  indicates  the  theoretical  one-dimensional  variation  of  Mach  num- 
ber  with  bleed-flow  rate. To the  left  of or below  this  line,  the  Mach 
number  attained  is  less  than  that  corresponding  to  one-dimensional  flow; 
for those  configurations  which  incorporate an ejector,  this  suggests 
possible  reversal  of  flow  through  the  ejector  and  into  the  chamber sur- 
rounding  the  tunnel,  and  for  the  nonejector  configuration,  figure 5( g), 
indicates  excessive  flow  into  this  chamber  through  the  downstream  region 
of  the  slots.  Points  above or to  the  right  of  the  dotted  line  indicate 
Mach  numbers  in  excess of those  which  correspond  to  the  auxiliary  air 
removal  rate,  hence,  indicate  that  part of the  slot-flow  air  was  being 
handled  through  the  ejector. As the  tunnel  pressure  ratio  is  increased, 
the  ejector  begins  to  pump  a  very  sizeable  proportion  of  the  flow, 
amounting  to  about 12 percent  of  the  total  flow,  based  on  one-dimensional 
considerations,  at M = 1. 54 and  &/pe = 1.92 for  the  boattailed  slots 
and  diffuser 111, figure 5( h) . 
For the  specific  configurations,  the  curves of figure 5 may be  used 
to  a  large  extent  for  performance  comparisons.  These  figures are grouped 
for  ease of comparison  according  to  diffuser  configurations;  thus  the 
data  of  figures 5( a)  to ?(e) were  taken  with  diffusers I and I1 in  which 
P 
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the divergence w a s  res t r ic ted  to  p lanes  normal t o   t h e   s l o t t e d  walls; 
t h a t  of f igures  5 ( f )  t o  5 ( i )  were taken with diffuser 111, a 3.59O d i f -  
fu se r  i n  which the wall divergence was i n  p lanes  para l le l  to  the  s lo t ted  
walls; and f o r  figures 5 ( j )  and (k ) ,  d i f fusers  N and V, the  a rea  ra t io  
w a s  reduced t o  approximately 1.5. 
Figures 5(a), (b) ,  and ( c )  a r e  a l l  f o r  long shrouds and diffuser  I, 
but with varying convergence i n  t h e  mixing section. It i s  seen that, 
generally, the convergence of the  mixing section has reduced the Mach 
number a t ta ined  for  any given combination of tunnel pressure rat io  and 
bleed-flow rate as a r e s u l t  of reduced ejector effectiveness.  
A comparison of the data for long and short shrouds using diffuser I 
( f ig s .  5( a )  and ( d )  ) and a constant-area mixing section a t  very low tunnel 
pressure rat ios  Ho/pe = 1.125 shows higher Mach numbers a t  high bleed- 
flow rates with the long shroud, but for the higher tunnel pressure ratios,  
differences between the two configurations are negligible. 
Figures 5(d) ,  ( e ) ,  and ( f )  offer  a comparison of the performance of 
the short-shroud configuration with constant-area mixing and three d i f -  
ferent  diffusers .  For these three diffusers, the highest Mach  number i s  
provided by diffuser I11 throughout the tes t  range. This i s  the diffuser  
fo r  which the expansion occurs downstream of the sol id  tunnel  walls; the  
only divergence downstream of  the s lot ted walls i s  tha t  which i s  afforded 
by the ejector .  
Results of tests using the sharp-slot  cutoff are presented in fig- 
ure  5(g) .  For  this  configurat ion (see f ig .  2 ) ,  it i s  noted that  the 
curves are nearly f l a t  for the higher pressure ratios and tha t  t he  knee 
i s  much  more abrupt than those for the configurations using ejector 
pumping with €IF = loo. This abrupt knee and f la t tening at  high tunnel  
pressure ratios,  however, w a s  also observed in the unpublished data fo r  
the ejector configurations when operated a t  S, = Oo. These curves 
indicate  c lear ly  the effect  of the lack of e jector  pumping on the  a t t a in -  
able Mach number. 
A comparison of the data for the closed ejectors (short  shrouds) and 
the open ejectors  (boat ta i led s lots  with and without the f l a t  tops on 
the bars  (see f ig .  3(c)> using diffuser  I11 may be obtained from f ig -  
ures 5 ( f ) ,  5( h),  and 5( i). There i s  a definite, although small, improve- 
ment throughout the tes t  range i n   t h e  Mach number attained with the open- 
ejector configurations. 
The effects of diffuser area r a t i o  and conical angle on' the opened- 
boat ta i l  configurat ion may be seen i n  figures 5(,i), 5( j ) ,  and ?(k). It 
i s  seen that  diffusers  Tv and V pr.ovi.de maximum Mach numbers i n   t h e  sane 
range as diffuser  111; however, the  Mach  number performance i s  impaired 
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at  the  lower  values  of  tunnel  pressure  ratios  by  use of the  smaller  area 
ratio  diffusers. 
Effects  of  tunnel  pressure  ratio nd bleed-flow  rate  on  diffuser 
static  pressure.-  Curves  showing  the  ratio  of  the  diffuser-exit  static 
pressure  to  that  in  the  chamber  surrounding  the  test  section  are  pre- 
sented  in  figure 6 as  a  function  of  tunnel  pressure  ratio  for  constant 
auxiliary  bleed-flow  rates.  These  curves,  which  are  exactly  calculable 
from  the  curves  of  figure 5 ,  are  characterized  by  a  peak  diffuser  static 
pressure  ratio  which  occurs  at  a  tunnel  pressure  ratio  corresponding  to 
the knee of  the  curves  of  Mach  number  as a function  of  tunnel  pressure 
ratio  of  figure 5. The  diffuser  static  pressure  rise  drops  sharply  for 
both  larger  and  smaller  values  of  %/pe.  The  effect  of  bleed-flow 
rate on the  diffuser  static  pressure  rise  is  very  strong,  the  reason 
being  the  reduction  of  plenum  static  pressure  as  the  Mach  number  is 
increased  by  auxiliary  bleed  while  the  exit  static  pressure  remains 
essentially  constant. 
The  static  pressure  ratio  is  determined by  the  stream  Mach  number 
and  the  tunnel  pressure  ratio;  consequently,  lines  of  constant  Mach  num- 
ber  may  be  superimposed  on  these  data.  This  was  done  in  figure  6(h) 
where  curves  for  the  boattailed  bars  and  diffuser 111, one of the  better 
configurations  investigated  in  this  program,  are  presented. Along these 
curves  of  constant  Mach  number,  the  value  of  pe/pc  decreases  steadily 
as  %/pe  increases.  The  experimental  curves  follow  the  general  trend 
of  the  constant  Mach  number  curves  at  the  higher  values  of  Ho/pe  as 
was  observed  in  figure 5. At  low  values  of  Ho/pe,  the  rapid  increase 
in  static  pressure  ratio  is  consistent  with  increases  in  Mach  number  and 
Ho/pe 
The  variation  of  static  pressure  along  the  walls  of  the  mixing  sec- 
tion  and  diffuser  is  presented  in  figure 7. . At  the  entrance  to  the  mixing 
section  the  static  pressure,  in  general,  approaches  that  of  the  plenum 
chamber. Since the  diffuser  exit  is  subsonic,  all  curves  for  a  given 
Ho/pe  will  be  nearly  identical  in  the  downstream  portions  of  the  dif- 
fuser  and  the  end  point  for  each  curve  is  necessarily  the  reciprocal  of 
the  tunnel  pressure  ratio.  At  the  lower  tunnel  pressure  ratios,  the 
static  pressure  increased  continuously  through  the  mixing  section  and  the 
diffuser,  but  at  the  higher  values  of q/pey regions  of  decreasing  pres- 
sure often  appear  in  the  mixing  section  and  near  the  diffuser  entrance, 
indicating  an  expansion  (acceleration)  before  the  compression. 
A comparison  of  figures 7( a),  (b),  and ( c) at q,/% = 0, to  isolate 
auxiliary  pumping  effects,  offers  an  explanation for the  reduction  in 
peak  Mach  numbers  observed  when  using  the  converging  blocks  in  the  mixing 
section.  Use  of  convergence  reduces  the  overall  flow  area  in  the  mixing 
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section  and  consequently  forces  the  ejected  bleed  air  .to  flow  through 
a  comparatively  smaller  passage  since  the  area  requirements  of  the  high- 
energy  main  stream  will  automatically  be  fulfilled  first.  Consider  a 
condition  where M > 1.0. If the  main  stream  converged,  an  increase  in 
pressure  would  be  required  which  could  not  be  traversed  by the ejected 
flow.  If  the  main  stream  flows  straight  through,  or  diverges  in  the 
mixing  section,  the  area  remaining  for  the  ejected  flow  becomes  very 
small so that  choking  of  the  ejected  flow  occurs  for  the  contraction 
ratios  and  area  distributions  under  consideration.  (See  fig. 4. ) Thus 
the  ejected  flow  rate  is  limited,  and  the  tunnel  cannot  be  expected  to 
attain  Mach  numbers  very  much  in  excess of onic.  High  values of tunnel 
pressure  ratio  are  accompanied  by  a  reasward  expansion  of  a  supersonic 
region  into  the  diffuser.  The  main  effect of this  supersonic  flow  into 
the  diffuser is that  power  requirements  are  increased;  a  secondary  effect 
is  that  only small further  increases  in  Mach  number  are  possible  since 
the  ejector  is  operating  near  its  maximum  possible  rate.  If  auxiliary 
pumping  is  allowed,  the  supersonic  velocities  near  the  diff’user  entrance 
become  less  severe  (Ho/pe = 1.545, fig. 7( c) ) and  the  Mach  number  increases 
as  seen  in  figures  5(b)  and 5( c). 
Data  for  the  sharp-slot  cutoff  (fig.  7(g))  did  not  extend  through 
the  mixing  section,  but  from  the  data  presented,  the  static  pressure  rise 
is  very  gradual for most  of  the  range of tunnel  pressure  ratio  and  only 
slight  differences  exist  between  various  values  of %/% at  a  given 
near  the  upstream  end  of  the  diffuser  and  is  followed  by  a  rather  sharp 
pressure  gradient  indicative of shock. 
Ho/pe  At  the  highest  value  of  Ho/pe,  a  region  of  supersonic  flow  occurs 
For the  conditions  using  the  open  ejector,  figures  7(h)  and  (i), 
the  results  are  similar  to  those  for  the  sharp-slot  cutoff.  The  static 
pressure  rise  is  very  gradual.  This  rise  suggests  a  rapidly  thickening 
boundary  layer,  and  at  high  %/pe,  a  region  of  supersonic  flow  is  found 
in  the  upstream  region  of  the  diffuser.  This  supersonic  flow  condition 
is  somewhat  aggravated  with  diffuser N,figure 7( j ), wherein  there is 
a  contraction  of  the  diffuser  very  similar  to  that  used  previously  in 
the  mixing  section.  (See  figs. 4 and 7( c) . ) Diffuser V, figure 7( k), 
however,  showed  only  small  regions  of  supersonic  flow,  most  of  which 
occurs  in  the  mixing  section,  even  at  the  highest  tunnel  pressure  ratio. 
Any further  increases  in  tunnel  pressure  ratio  above  the  highest  test 
value  will  be  only  slightly  effective In increasing  the  Mach  number, 
but  will  cause  large  reductions  in  diffuser  static-pressure  ratio. 
:.- The 
total  pressure of the  secondary  air  at  the  ejector  exit  expressed  in  terms 
of  free-stream  pressure Hb/Hp is  presented in figure 8 as  a  function 
of  Mach  number.  These  data  were  measured  in  the  slots  at  the  entrance 
to  the  mixing  section  for  the  shrouded  configurations  only;  mixing  with 
I 
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the  main stream precludes measurement of representative values for the 
secondasy ejector flow in tests made with the open e jec tor .  The data 
include a l l  bleed-flow  rates and f l a p  aagles except = Oo. Curves 
corresponding t o  recovery of from 0 t o  40 percent of (Ho - pc)  are  a lso 
shown f o r  comparison. Throughout most of the  Mach  number range, the 
measured values of  secondary to ta l  p ressure  Hb indicate recovery of 
from 0.1 t o  0.2 (Ho - pc) .  Higher recoveries up t o  0.25 (Ho - pc) were 
obtained with the short shrouds and diffuser  I11 at M z= 1.2  and up t o  
0.45 (Ho - pc) with the short  shrouds for Ho/pe 5 1.127. The sca t t e r  
noted in  these  da ta  i s  a r e s u l t  of var ia t ions of the flap configurations 
and of the auxiliary bleed-flow rate.  This scatter i s  small, and it i s  
seen that the value of Hb/Ho i s  primarily a flrnction of Mach number. 
Recent t e s t s  wherein a separate  diffuser  was  used for  the s lot  f low air 
(no ejector)  have verified the pressure recoveries shown here and have 
fur ther  proved that  this  s lot  f low air can be successfully diffused to 
a very low velocity.  Thus the sh&p-slot-cutoff power requirements 
Total  pressure dis t r ibut ions at  the diffuser  exi t . -  Total  pressure 
d is t r ibu t ions  measured at the diffuser  exi t  for  a l l  configurat ions except  
those with the long shrouds are 'presented i n  f i g u r e  9. Across the center 
of the  s t ream,  the  ex i t  to ta l  p ressure  ra t io  approached uni ty  and 
decreased t o  a value  approximating pe/Ho at the walls. For diffusers  I 
and I1 with short shrouds, constant area mixing, and divergent walls of 
the diffuser  fol lowing the s lot ted walls of the tunnel, the exit pressure 
d i s t r ibu t ions  in  f igu res  9(a)  and ( b )  indicate an asymmetry of flow which 
increases  with  tunnel  pressure  ratio.  A t  G/pe of approximately 1.9 
the jet  occupies about 1/2 of the diffuser cross section. 
For di f fuser  111, with the sane shroud and mixing-tube configuration 
as fo r  d i f fuse r s  I and 11, losses  a t  the  duc t  cen ter  l ine  were approxi- 
mately the same as  a normal shock loss a t  a Mach  number corresponding 
t o  t h e  minimum diffuser pressure p/Ho ( f i g .  7( f )  ). The dis t r ibut ions 
of t o t a l  p re s su re  were nearly symmetrical about the duct axis ( f i g s .  9 ( c )  
and ( d ) ) ,  and no marked evidence of separation i s  present. Separation 
did occur, however, when th i s  d i f fuse r  w a s  t es ted  in  conjunction with 
the sharp-slot  cutoff,  f igure 9( f ); but, with an open e jec tor   (boa t ta i led  
s lo ts ) ,  the  separa t ion  was again eliminated, f igures 9(g) to (i).  A t  the  
highest values of Ho/pe, f o r  a l l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  where flow symmetry i s  
observed, there usually appears a dip in  the prof i le  near  the diffuser  
center l ine,  which i s  a phenomenon due t o  a normal shock and high losses 
on the duct center line with oblique shocks and low losses ne= the duct 
walls. 
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Power Requirements 
11 
The power required t o  operate  this  !,1- inch-square slotted tunnel 
2 
has been calculated on the basis  of adiabatic recompression of both the 
d i f fuser  ex i t  and auxiliary bleed flow to Ho. Expressed as the  power 
parameter P/CTo these results are presented as a function of Mach  num- 
ber  in  f igures  10 and 12  and as  a function  of H,/pe i n  f i g u r e  11. The 
values of the  power parameter shown i n   f i g u r e  10 are designated by a prime, 
(P/CTo)', to  indicate  condi t ions for  which the main stream power w a s  com- 
puted on the basis of the vertical  survey a t  the 'diffuser exit  only.  These 
curves are not directly comparable with those of f igures  11 and 12 since 
t h e   l a t t e r   a r e  based on pressure surveys i n  both ver t ical  and horizontal  
planes a t  the  d i f fuser  ex i t  and thus include losses along the solid walls 
of t he  t e s t  s ec t ion  and the  para l le l  walls of the diffuser. Within them- 
selves, however, t he  curves of each group may be compared on a quantita- 
t ive  bas i s .  
Effects of bleed-flow rate and tunnel pressure ratio.-  A t  constant 
Ho/pe, increasing Mach  number i s  associated with increasing auxiliary 
bleed-flow rate as shown in  f igu re  5 .  The overa l l  power requirements of 
those configurations which u t i l i z e  an e j e c t o r   t o   r e t u r n  a l l  or par t  of 
t he  s lo t  f l ow to  the  main stream are presented for several configurations 
where the angle of the  f laps  w a s  varied between Oo and 20°. The e f f ec t  
of changes in  f lap  angle  as shown in  f igu res  10 and 12  varies with both 
ejector  and diffuser  geometry. With the short shroud and diffuser  I, 
f igures  10( a )  t o  ( c )  and diffuser  11, figures  10( d )   t o  ( f ), increasing 
flap angle decreased the effect of tunnel pressure ratio.  For values of 
Ho/pe less  than about 1.3, minimum power requirements for a constant 
€ 3 ~  were found t o  correspond to  the condi t ions for  zero auxi l iary bleed 
flow. For values of Ho/pe > 1.3, minimum power depended on flap angle.  
A t  = 0, minimum power occurred a t  t h e   m i n i m   v a l u e s  of Ho/pe at 
vhich  the  desired Mach  number could  be at ta ined.  A t  SF of 100 and 200, 
minimum power fo r  a given M w a s  r e l a t ive ly  independent of flow r a t e  
and tunnel pressure ratio.  
In  f igure 11, the  e f fec ts  of tunnel  pressure rat io  and bleed flow 
on power are  shown f o r  M = 1.41. Here the auxi l iary pumping  power and 
main-stream power are  shown, both separately and together, for t he  con- 
figuration with short shrQuds and diffuser  111. As the  tunnel pressure 
r a t i o  w a s  increased, the bleed-flow rate w a s  reduced t o  maintain con- 
s t an t  M. As  Ho/pe increases,  the  main-stream power requirements a l s o  
increase rather sharply, doubling i n  value between %/p& = 1.35 and 1.9. 
The required auxiliary pumping power decreases rapidly (since the bleed- 
flow rate also decreases rapidly) with increasing G/pe up t o  a value 
of approximately 1.60, which i s  near the condition for choked f low i n  the  
12 
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gs. 5 and 7( f ) . ) Above this   point ,   the   bleed  f low  ra te  
approaches a constant value of approximately 0.022; consequently, the 
auxi l iary pumping power fo r  f ixed  Mach numbers  becomes constant. Increasing 
the tunnel  pressure rat io  above the condition for choking r e s u l t s   i n   r a p i d  
increases  in  the power requirements. 
The e f f ec t  on power required of increasing the stream Mach number 
(through increasing the bleed flow rate) at constant tunnel pressure ratio 
can be seen in  f igure 12(a)  for  the configurat ion using short  shrouds and 
diffuser  111. For two values of Ho/pe, 1.193 and 1.530, the  auxi l iary 
pumping power curves are shown separately, and appear t o   l i e  almost par- 
a l l e l   t o   t h o s e  of the overal l  tunnel  power; therefore ,  increase in  overal l  
power with increased M is due pr imari ly  to  the increased auxi l iary 
pumping  power requirements. This i s  i n  agreement with the near constancy 
in  to ta l  p ressure  prof i le  for  cons tan t  %/pe as seen i n  f i g u r e  9. 
Effect of the sharp-slot  cutoff.-  Results of tests using the sharp- 
s lot  cutoff  with diffuser  I11 are  shown in  f igure  12(b) .  It is seen that 
increasing Ho/pe above about 1.18 re su l t s  i n  r ap id . inc reases  in  the  
power requirements. From the  s ta t ic  pressure distribution of f igure 7(g)  
it i s  apparent  that  this  increase in  power i s  associated with the genera- 
t i o n  of supersonic  veloci t ies  in  the mixing section and d i f fuse r   a t  
Ho/p, > 1.18. Whereas the data  of figure 12(b) were taken with auxiliary 
pumplng only, the short shroud also provides a sharp-slot  cutoff but slot  
flow a i r  i s  pumped from the  plenum by an ejector together with a vacuum 
Pump * 
The e f f ec t s  of e j ec to r  pumping are  shown by a cornpasison of f i g -  
ure 12(b) with 12(a) where the  f laps  were deflected loo and auxi l iary 
pumping  was used in conjunction with ejector pumpi5g. A t  constant M 
the power requirements vary only slightly with Ho/pe  up t o  1.64 as  was  
seen in  f igu re  11. A t  %/pe greater   than 1.64, the  diffuser  contains 
some regions of supersonic flow and further increases in tunnel pressure 
r a t i o  cannot increase the pumping r a t e  of the ejector; consequently, 
increases  in  Ho/pe cause a shock t o  move downstream in  the  d i f fuse r  
causing high losses and high power requirements. 
Envelope curves of minimum power requirements are presented i n   f i g -  
ure 13. In  f igu re  l3( a), it can be seen tha t  t he  improved bleed-flow 
pressure recovery obtainable with the ejector (shrouds) provides better 
power performance a t  low Mach numbers where only boundary-layer air must 
be handled through the slots and no shocks are present in the flow system. 
A t  M > 1.0, the configuration with 100 percent auxiliary bleed pumping 
(no ejector)  becomes b e t t e r  due t o  improved diffuser total  pressure recov- 
ery. Although these differences do not appear t o  be very great, it i s  
in t e re s t ing  to  no te  tha t  an improvement in overall  pressure recovery of 
only 2 percent w i l l ,  f o r  a tunnel operating at atmospheric to ta l  p ressure  
and To = 660° R, result i n  power savings of about 60 horsepower per square 
II 
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foot of tunnel cross-sectional area;  for a tunnel 8 f e e t   i n  diameter, 
this  represents  a power saving of 3,000 horsepower. 
Effect of open ejector  exi ts .  - The r e su l t  of t e s t s  of 6 ~ -  = Oo, loo, 
and 20' of the boat ta i led-s lot  exi ts  are shown i n  figures 12(c) ,  (d) ,  and 
( e ) .  A t  = Oo, t he  power requirements  closely  resemble  those  of  ig- 
ure 12(b), but are somewhat higher because of the lack of su i tab le  fa i r ing  
and high losses  in  the mixing sec t ion  for  the  SF = Oo condition. A 
comparison of figures 12(d) and 12(a) shows very l i t t l e  d i f f e r e n c e  between 
the short  shroud and boattailed-slot-exit configurations for S, = loo, 
especially a t  M < 1.35. 
Removal of the  f l a t  top sections from the  f loo r  bars from the  down- 
stream end of the bars forward a distance of one tunnel height produced 
the  r e su l t s  shown in  f igu res  12( f ), (g) ,  and (h) .  Envelope curves have 
been drawn f o r  figures 12( c )  t o  1 2 ( h )  and are shown in  f igu res  l3(b) and 
l3( c ) .  Here, f o r  SF of 10' and 20°, the  power requirements  are  essen- 
t i a l ly  equa l  fo r  t he  two configurations. For S, = Oo, however, removal 
of the f l a t s  from the  f loo r  bars resu l ted  in  marked decreases i n  power 
f o r  Mach numbers less  than 1.1. It should be noted here that for a fixed 
flow and the lowest possible %/pe a t  the higher Mach numbers and i s  
nearly insensit ive to bleed-flow rates at the lower Mach numbers. 
of loo, t he  l ea s t  power requirement i s  associated with maximum bleed 
Diffuser effects.- Operation of configurations with short shrouds 
using the longer diffuser I1 d i d  not appear t o  cause much change i n  power 
requirements over those of diffuser I ( f ig s .  10( a )  t o  10( f ) ). For con- 
figurations using diffusers I and 11, losses are based on surveys along 
only one axis of t he  ex i t  and do not include losses associated with flow 
along the parallel  walls of the diffuser and the unslotted walls of the  
tunnel. Although diffuser  I11 with short shrouds, figure 12(a>, appears 
t o  r equ i r e  more power than diffusers I o r  I1 with the same shrouds 
( f igs . lO(b)  and lO(e)),  any d i rec t  comparison of the power requirements 
of these configurations i s  misleading because of t he  d i f f e ren t  t o t a l  
pressure survey arrangement. Diffuser I11 i s  considered superior i n  t h a t  
the higher static pressure recoveries of f igure 6 indicate  bet ter  diffusion 
and the exi t  total  pressure surveys indicate  that  the f low separat ion in  
diffusers  I and 11, figure 9, was eliminated in diffuser 111. 
In order t o  determine the effect of diffuser  area r a t i o  and diver- 
gence angle, the side walls of diffuser  I11 were rotated inwazdly about 
s ta t ion zero toward the diffuser center line, reducing the area r a t i o  
from 1.97 t o  1.52 for  d i f fuser  IV. Because of the curvature of the walls 
i n   t h e  upstream end of the   d i f fuser ,   th i s  change of w a l l  posi t ion resul ted 
i n  a reduct ion   in   the  minimum cross-sectional area of the diff'user as 
shown i n  figure 4. This diffuser, IV, was tested only with the configura- 
t i o n  where the boat ta i led tops of the f loor  bars were removed and % = loo. 
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Results of t e s t s   w i th   d i f fuse r  I V Y  shown i n  figure l2( i), follow the same 
t rend as  those with diffuser  111, figure l2( g),  and the  envelope curves 
of minimum power f o r   t h e  two d i f fusers   ( f ig .  l3( d)  ) a r e   i n  good agreement. 
Total-pressure profiles a t  the  ex i t  of these diff 'users (see figs.  g ( i )  
and ( j ) )  show almost identical  distributions up t o   t h e  width of diffuser IV. 
The outboard edges of diffuser I11 contained only very low-velocity a i r  
which c o n t r i b u t e s   l i t t l e   t o   t h e  mass flow or total  pressure recovery of 
the diffuser .  
Diffuser V was formed t o  have the same contour as the upstream por- 
t i o n  of I11 and the same a r e a  r a t i o  as IV. The short length of d i f fuser  V 
did not impair the m a x i m u m  Mach number performance at the highest values 
of Ho/pe but M w a s  somewhat lower at intermediate  values of G/pe.  
(See  f igs.  5( h )  and ( k )  . ) Sta t ic   p ressure   ra t ios  ( see   f ig .  6( k) ) were 
about the same as   fo r   d i f fuse r  IV which had a s l i g h t l y  lower peak than 
f o r  I11 but with equal performance a t  h igh -p res su re  r a t io s .  The boundary 
layer for the short  diffuser did not appear to separate and the center- 
stream distributions are f la t  with only small losses .  (See f ig .  9( 2 ) .  ) 
The power required for  diffuser  V, shown in   f i gu re  12( j ), i s  the lowest 
of a l l  the configurations tested; this i s  a l so  shown in  f igu re  l3 (d )  
where the minimum-power envelope curve fo r  d i f fuse r  V is superimposed on 
those  for   dif fusers  I11 and IV. Above M of 1.33, the  power required 
was less  than that calculated for  normal shock pressure loss  i n   t h e  main 
stream and los s  of f u l l  dynamic pressure for the bleed air. Main-stream 
compression at be t te r  than  normal shock eff ic iency is  a l so  ind ica ted  in  
f igure 9( 2 ) where %/Ho approached uni ty  even at the highest  Mach number. 
Composite power curve envelopes.- A composite of the power envelope 
curves wherein the various flap angles have been consolidated wherever 
possible i s  presented in  f igure 14. Power requirements, based on t o t a l  
pressure recovery, show that the short ,  small-area-ratio diffbser i s  far 
superior to the other configurations and requires, on the average, only 
s l i gh t ly  more than one-half of the power of the next best  configuration 
a t  t h e  expense of a high exi t  veloci ty .  O f  the other configurations, 
the  boat ta i led and the  open boat ta i ls   both  with  diffuser  I11 appear best 
and the sharp-slot cutoff at M of 1.2 is equally good with the prospect 
of good eff ic iency at h igher  tes t  Mach numbers i f  i t s  t e s t  range could 
have been extended. 
Although these performance curves, with the exception of the short ,  
small-=ea-ratio diffuser,  a l l  appear t o  be nearly equal, the differences 
i n  power requirements can be appreciable as i s  shown i n  t a b l e  11. This 
tab le  was prepared on the basis  of a tunnel operating at a stagnation 
temperature of 200' F with atmospheric total  pressure.  Here, a t  a Mach 
number of 1.2, the sharp-slot cutoff requires 394 hp/sq f t  as compared 
with 415 hp/sq f t  for  the boat ta i led f loor  bar 'configurat ion.  For  an 
8-foot  tes t  sect ion,  this  would amount t o  a difference of approximately 
1,000 hp. The short, small-area diffuser would operate a t  217 hp/sq ft  
o r  8,850 hp less than the sharp-slot cutoff a t  t he  eqense  of high diffuser 
ex i t  ve loc i t i e s .  
CONCLUSIONS 
A 4-1. -inch-square tunnel w a s  tes ted to  determine the effects  of 
various slot  exit  shapes,  mixing sections, and diffusers  on power require- 
ments. From these tests the following conclusions were formulated: 
2 
1. The use of shrouds or  boa t ta i led  s lo ts  has  l i t t l e  e f f ec t  on 
performance. 
2. Area contract ion in  the mixing section induced excessive super- 
sonic  veloci t ies  in  the diffuser  entrance and produced choking of the  
secondary flow from the ejector; auxiliary bleed-flow requirements were 
thereby increased. 
3. A long diffuser with a curved entrance gave higher Mach numbers 
and d i f fuser  s ta t ic  pressure  r i ses  than  the  shor te r  s t ra ight  w a l l  d i f fuser .  
4. The curved-entrance diffuser with diverging walls downstream of 
the  so l id  walls of t he  t e s t  s ec t ion  proved superior i n  Mach  number and 
diffuser  pressure r ise  performance to  the diffuser  with diverging walls 
downstream of the  s lo t ted  walls of  the tes t  sect ion.  
5 .  The m a x i m u m  t e s t  Mach number of the transonic tunnel without 
auxiliary bleed flow i s  dependent upon the  geometry of the  air passages 
downstream of the s lot ted port ions of t he  t e s t  s ec t ion  and i s  l imited 
by choking. The  maximum tes t  Mach  number i s  increased as the bleed flow 
i s  increased by using auxiliary pumping. 
6. The most e f f i c i en t  method of obtaining the maximum Mach  number 
wi th in  the  s lo t ted  t e s t  section i s  through a combination of a- i l iwy 
pumping and e jec tor  pumping. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee f o r  Aeronautics, 
Langley Field,  Va.,  March 3 ,  1956. 
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Figure 1.- General arrangement of flow system showing a i r  supply, vacuum 
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Figure 2.-  Line drawing o f  the general arrangement and pr incipal  dimensions 
of the tes t  setup showing the sharp-slot cutoff with diffuser I11 and 
fa i r ing  blocks i n   t h e  mixing section. 
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(a)  Long shrouds with  constant  area  (and  with  converging)  mixing  sections. 
Figure 3 . -  Line  drawings of the  various  test  configurations. 
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Figure 3 . -  Continued. 
ins ta l led  . 
I 
Top, flat portions 
removed from bars 
in  boattoi l   region 
sect ion 
Bar stems extended 2 
S l o t t e d  woll 
Jf/-f-rFlap hinge  l ine  %-Ejector 
Bor s t e m s  
Cross sect ion  through 
s lo t ted  wol ls Flop posit ion  detoils 
( c )  Details o f  b o a t t a i l  bars and of t h e  s l o t t e d  wall and f lap arrangements. 










Figure 4.- Variation of tunnel  cross-sectional  area  with  length for the 











1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3  1.4 L.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
m e 1  prcsmurc ratio, E& 
( a )  Long shrouds and diffuser  I. sF = 10'; 
constant  area mixing. 
(b )  Iong shrouds and diffuser  I with thin 
converging blocks i n  mixing section. 
6F = 10'. 
Figure 5.- Variation of Mach number with tunnel pressure ratio for several bleed-flow rates. 
1.0  121.3 451.6 78.9 0
Tunnel pressure ratio, %/pe 
(c) Long  shrouds  and  diffuser I with  thick 
converging  blocks  in  mixing  section. 


















1.0  11.2 31.4 5.6 17.8 19 2.0 
Tunnel pressure ratio, EJP, 
(a) Short  shrouds  and  diffuser I. 6~ = 10'; 
constant  area  mixing. 
Figure 5.- Continued. 
1.1 
8 









(e )  Short shrouds  and diffuser  11. EF = 10'; 
constant area mixing. 
( f) Short shrouds and diffuser  111. EF = loo; 
constant area mixing. 
Figure 5.  - Continued. 
I 
1.0  12 1.3 1.4  1.5 1.6  7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
-el pmssure ratio, & h e  
.7 
1.0  11.2  3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
Tunnel prwsuro ratio, n0/pe 
I 
(g)  Sharp-slot  cutoff  without  flaps.  Diffuser I11 (h)  Boat ta i led  s lots  with diffuser  111. 
fa i red through  mixing  section t o  surface of 6F = loo; constant  area mixing. 
s lot ted f loor ,  a l l  s l o t  flow air removed by 
auxiliary pumping. 













1.0 1.1  1.2  1.3 1.4 k.5 1.6  71.8 1.9 2.0 
-el pres- ratio, &,h 
1.5 
1.4 
L 1.3 c 1.2 
f 1.1 









(i) F l a t s  reinoved from boa t t a i l  r eg ion .  
Diffuser  111; €IF = 100; constant  area 
mixing. 
1.0 1.1  1.2 1.3 1.4  51.6  7 1.8 1.9  20
Ilhnnal prsWtlN &io, Bo/& 
( j  ) F l a t s  removed from boa t t a i l   r eg ion .  
Diffuser  IV; 6~ = 100; constant area 
mixing. 
Figure 5.-  Continued. 
N 
v3 
NACA RM ~ 3 6 ~ 0 7  
(k)  F l a t s  removed from boat ta i l  reg ion .  Di f fuser  V; EF = 10'; 
constant area mixing. 
Figure 3.  - Concluded. 
(a)  hng shrouds and d i f fuser  I. 6F = 10'; 













(b )  Long shrouds and d i f fuser  I with thin 
converging blocks i n  mixing section. 
6-p = 100. 
Figure 6.- Variation of d i f fuse r   ex i t   t o   t e s t   s ec t ion   s t a t i c   p re s su re   r a t io   w i th   . t unne l   p re s su re  












1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
( c )  Long shrouds and diff'user I with  thick (a) Short shrouds and diff'user I. 6~ = 10'; 
converging  blocks i n  mixing  section.  onstant area mixing. 
6F = 10'. 





















1.0  1 i.2 1.3  4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
-el pressure ratio, q /pe  
(e) Short  shrouds  and  diffuser 11. 6~ = 10'; 

























I L.0 1.1  21.3  4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 
(f ) Short  shrouds  and  diffuser 111. 6~ = 10'; 
constant  area  mixing. 





















1.0 1.1  2 1 . 3  1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 
hrnnel preusure ratio, 
(g)  Sharp-slot  cutoff  without  flaps.  Diffuser I11 (h) Boattailed  slots  with  diffuser 111. 
faired  through  mixing  section t o  surface of 6F = 10'; constant area mixing. 
s lo t ted  f loor ;  a l l  s l o t  flow air  removed by 
auxi l iary pumping. 
w 
-!= 
Figure 6. - Continued. 
( i )   F l a t s  removed from boat ta i l   region.  
Diffuser 111; GF = 10'; constant area 
mixing. 
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8  9 2.0 
Tunnel pressure retio, %/P, 
( j )  F la t s  removed from boattail  region. 
Diffuser IV; 6~ = 10'; constant area 
mixing. 

















NACA RM L56~07 
1 .o 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 
(k) F l a t s  removed from boattail  region. Diffiser V; 6~ = loo; 
constant  area mixing. 
Figure 6. - Concluded. 
1 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  
Distance, X, inchrs 
( a )  Long shrouds.  Diffuser I; 6~ = 
constant  area mixing. 
37 
' 
o o o a  
0 0 .034 .077 
0 0 .031 .O@ 
0 .035 -059 
Bleed Plow line 
unsealed; zero flow 
with a solid p l a t e  
Bleed flow l i n e  s e a l e d  
















0 .019 .043 .066 
0 
0 
(b) Long shrouds. Diffuser I with thin converging bloc& 
i n  mixing section; t+ = 10'. 
Figure 7.- Longitudinal variation of s t a t i c   p r e s s u r e   i n   t h e   d i f e s e r   f o r  
several values of tunnel pressure ratio and bleed-flow rates. 
I 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  
%/no 





0 .017 .066 
0 
0 
(c) Long shrouds. Diffuser I with thick converging blocks 
in mixing section; EF = 10'. 
Distance, X, i n c h s  




(d) Short shrouds. Diffuser I; EF = 10'; 


















4 4  0 2 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 2 0 2 2 2 4  
( e )  Short  shrouds.  Diffuser 11; 6~ = 10'; 












Distance. X, inch.. 
(f) Short shrouds. Diffuser 111; 6~ = 10'; 
constant m e a  mixing. 
4% 




















4 8  
.074 
Figure 7.-  Continued. 
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Distance, X ,  inches 
(g)  Sharp-slot   cutoff.   Diffuser 111; no f laps;  
fairing blocks in mixing section. 
Distance, x ,  inches 
(h)  Boat ta i led s lots .  Diffuser  111; % = 10'; 
constant area mixing. 
% b o  
0 0 0  
0 .@4 .112 
0 .om .os4 
0 .047 .074 
0 .Oh5  07
%I% 
o o o  
0 . B O  .lo2 
0 .046 .066 
0 
0 .030 .052 
Figure 7.- Continued. 




















Distance, X ,  inches 
(i) Boa t t a i l  f l a t s  removed. Diffuser 111; 6~ = 10'; 
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( j )  Boa t t a i l  f l a t s  removed. Diffuser IV; &JI = 10'; 
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- 4 - 2  0 2 4 6 8  10 12 
Dietance, X, inches 
(k) Boat ta i l   f l a t s  removed. Diffuser V; = 10'; 






0 0 0  
.002 .070 .139 
0 . O M  ,076 
o .038  5
Figure 7. - Concluded. 
I 
I 
*5 .6 .7 .8 -9 1 .o 1.1  1.2 ’ 1.3 1.4 
Mach number 
Figure 8.- Variation of bleed-flow total pressure recovery 
with Mach number. 
44 7 NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  
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0 1  I I I I I I I I  
-4-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
Tube position, Y ,  inches 
(a )  Short shrouds with diffuser I. 6~ = 10'; rake in  plane of  expanding 
d i f fuser  walls and s l o t  flow.  Flagged symbols ind ica te  s ta t ic  pressures .  
Figure 9.- Total  and s ta t ic  pressure  prof i les  measured a t  the  d i f fuser  ex i t .  
NACA FN ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  ___I 45 
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.5 - Symbol M 
g f 3  d 
.4 - 
0 .0220 1 .a1 
0 .OB4 1.168 
0 .On4 1.265 
. 3  - 
.2 - Bo/& = 1.196 
.1 - 
0 1 1 I I I I I I I  
-4 -3 -2-1 0 1 2  3 4 
.1 - %/Pe 1.893 
0 1  I I I I I I I I  
- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1  0 1  2 3 4 
Tube position, Y,  inches 
( b )  Short  shrouds with diffuser 11. 6F = 10’; rake in plane of expanding 
d i f f u s e r  walls and slot flow.  Flagged symbols ind ica t e  s t a t i c  p re s su res .  
Figure 9.- Continued. 















- Symbol d m o  M 
- 0  .0223 1.384 
0 .m68 1.489 
0 0 1.277 
~ u b c  position, Y ,  inch- 










4 - 1 0  1 2  
Tube position, Y ,  inches 
( e )  Short shrouds  with  diffuser 111. 6~ = 10'; rake in plane 
of s l o t  flow. 
Figure 9 .  - Continued. 
I 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  - 47 
0 .676 
.@62 .830 





0 0 1.262 
- .4 
- .5 
&/pe = 1.530 
- .2 
0 .@76 1.487 






0 '  I I I  I I 
- 3 - 2  -1 0 1 2 3 




HO/pe = 1.193 
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(d) Short  shrouds w i t h  diffuser 111. 6~ = loo; rake in plane of expanding 
diffuser walls. Flagged symbols indicate  static pressures. 
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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.2 t ? I ,  I I , I 
0 
-2 -1 0 1 2. 
r 
(e)  Sharp-slot   cutoff.   Diffuser 111; no flaps;   rake  vertical .   Flagged 
symbols ind ica te  s ta t ic  pressures .  
Figure 9.- Continued. 
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- 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3  
1.0 - 8 8 8  
8 8 





.5 - SyPabol %lmo M 








0 1  I I I I I 
- - 1 -185 
.1 - 
-3 -2-1 0 1 2  3
1 .o 
88  
( f )  Sharp-slot cutoff. Diffuser 111; no flaps; rake in plane of expanding 
diffuser walls. Flagged symbols indicate  s ta t ic  pressures .  
Figure 9. - Continued. 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  
1 .o 0 
.3 -4 P 
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-2  -1 0 1 2 












-2-1 0 1 2 
(g)  Boat ta i ls .  Diffuser  111; 6~ = 10'; rake in plane of slot  flow. 
Flagged symbols ind ica te  s ta t ic  pressures .  
Figure 9. - Continued. 
.7 1 
0 0 .@O 
0 .0498 -841 
0 .lo17  1.031 Pe -% 
Ho/Pe = 1.128 
*l 0 tL"U 
- 3 - 2 - 1 0  1 2 3  
1.0 
0 0 0  
0 
0 
.8 9 F 0 0 





A o h e  - 1.531 
0 





-2 I- = 1.862 
(h) Boattails.  Diffuser 111; = LO"; 'rake i n  plane of expanding 
diffuser  walls. Flagged symbols indicate  s ta t ic  pressures .  
Figure 9.- Continued. 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  
.8 t 
.7 
- Symbol .6 
- 
M 
0 0 .697 
. w 4  1.050 
-5" 
- O .4 
0 .0%7 .&34 
- 3  - 
.2 - %/PC 1.128 
.1 - 
0 -  1 I 1 










- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1  2 3 
1.247 
1 . a  
* l L  0 -3 -2-1 0 1 2 3 






-3 -2-1 0 1 2  3 
Tube poeltion, 2, inches 
(i) Boa t t a i l  f l a t s  removed. Diffuser 111; 6~ = loo; rake i n  plane o f  
expanding d i f fuser  walls. Flagged symbols indicate static pressures.  
Figure 9.- Continued. 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  - 53 
o -0150 .602 
0 -1314 .853 
0 .0644  .71  
0- 
-2 -1 0 1 2 




Symbol rnb/mo M 
P9 
H.3 
0 .0013  1 292 
-3 - o .0522  1.492 
0 -0348  1.422
-
.2 - 
-1 - %/Pe = 1.540 
0 I I I  I I  
4 - 1 0   1 2  












- %/Pe = 1.884 
u 
- 2 - 1  0 1  2 
Tube position, Z, inches 
( 3 )  -Boattail  f lats removed. Diffuser N; 6~ = 10'; . rake in plane of 
expanding diffuser  walls. Fiagged symbols indicate static pressures.  
Figure 9.  - Continued. 












.1 *2 t 
0 LLu2-l 







1 Q 0 8 
Symbol 
(k )  Boa t t a i l  f l a t s  removed. Diffuser V; ZF = 10'; rake i n  plane of s l o t  
flow.  Flagged symbols indicate static pressures.  






















- 2 - 1  0 L 2  
Tube position, 2 ,  Inchem 
55 
.l,,1 0 












4 2 - 1 0  1 2  
Tube position, 2, inches 
( 2 )  Boattai l  flats removed. . Diffuser V; 6~ =. 10'; rake in plane of 
expanding diffuser  walls. Flagged symbols indicate static pressures.  
Figure 9. - Concluded. 
NACA RM ~56~07 
(a)  Short  shrouds  and  diffuser I. 6~ = 0'. 
(b) Short  shrouds  and  diffuser I. 6F = 10'. 
(c ) Short  shrouds  and  diffuser I. 6~ = 20'. 
Figure 10.- Variation  of  power  coefficient  with  Mach number for several 
values of tunnel  pressure  ratio.  Diffuser  exit  rake  vertical. 












.9 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1  1.2 1.3  1.4  1.5 
k h  n ~ b . r  
(d) Short shrouds and d i f f u s e r  11. 6~ = 0'.














.5 .6 .I .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1-3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
*.ch a-br 




( f ) Short shrouds and d i f f u s e r  11. BF = 20'- 











1 ..o 1.1 1.2 1 . 3  1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2. 
Tunnel pressure ratio, Hdpe 
0 
Figure 11.- Variat ion of  power with tunnel  pressure rat io .  Bleed-flow 
ra t e  va r i ed  t o  maintain the Mach number constant a t  1.41. 
NACA RM ~56~07 59 
.02 
n " 
.5 .6 .7 .a .9 1 .o 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
h c h  amber 












0 1 I 1 I I 
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0  1.1 A.2 1.3 1.b 1.5 1.6 
Mach lumbor 
(b) Sharp-slot  cutoff  without  flaps.  Diffuser I11 faired  through  mixing 
section  to  surface  of  slotted  floor. 
Figure 12.- Variation  of  power  coefficient  with  Mach  number for several 
values of tunnel pressure  ratio.  Diffuser  exit  rakes  vertical  and 
horizontal. 
60 
( c )  Boat ta i led s lots  with diffuser  111. 6F = 0'. 
.S .6 .I .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.k 1.5 1.6 
I*sh nllb.r 
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.5 .6 .I .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
*.ch -br 
( e )  Boat ta i led  s lo ts  wi th  d i f fuser  111. 6F = 20'. 
Figure 12.- Continued. 
NACA RM ~ 5 6 ~ 0 7  61 
., .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.L 1.5 1.6 
( f )  F la t s  removed from boat ta i l  region.  Diffuser  111; 8~ = 0’. 
(g )  F la t s  removed from boattail  region. Diffuser 111; 8~ = 10’. 
Figure 12.- Continued. 
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.5 -6 .7 .8 .9 1.0  1.1  1.2  1.3  1.4 1.5 1.6 
lluh number 
(i) Fla ts  removed from boattail region. Diffuser N; tiF = 10'. 
-5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 .o 1.1  1.2  1.3 1.b 1.5 1.6 
l luh number 
( j )  F la t s  removed from boattail  region.  Diffuser V; = LOo. 
Figure 12. - Concluded. 















( a )  Short shrouds and sharp-slot  cutoff. 
Mach number 
(b) Boattai l  f l o o r  b&rs with diff'user 111. 
















.5 .6 .7 .a .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1 . 3   1 . 4  1.5 1 .6  
Mach number 
( c )  F l a t s  removed from boattail region. Diffuser 111. 
- 
Theoretical pover requirements based on oncdlmenslonally 
correct rub/% with complete loss of dynamic pressure In 
bleed flow and normal shock l o s s  In main stream 
I I I I I I 
.5 .6  .7 .a .9 1 . 0  1.1 1.2 1.3 1 .4  1.5 1 . 6  
Mach number 
(a) Fla t s  removed from boattail  region. 6~ = loo. 




Short shrouds and d i f f u s e r  I11 
Boa t t a i l ed  f loo r  ba r s  and d i f f u s e r  I11 
F l a t s  removed from b o a t t a i l  r e g i o n ,  d i f f u s e r  I11 
"""_ Sharp   s lo t   cu t -o f f  and d i f f u s e r  I11 
Mach number 
Figure 14.- Composite of the various envelope curves of the var ia t ion of 
power requirements with Mach number. 
